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Content Creator Position – Trillium, Canton 
 
  Growing up in Jamaica, I could count my entire island’s beer selection on one hand: Red Stripe, 
Heineken, Guinness Foreign Extra or Dragon Stout. One of my favorites was the roasted and fruity, yet 
pleasantly bitter character of the Guinness, brewed to brave a voyage at sea in the early 1800’s. Red 
Stripe - 007 Sean Connery’s lager of choice - even went on to make an appearance at my wedding 
(albeit for the Caribbean nostalgia). The moment I was introduced to the aromatic, hazy, hoppy, and 
decadent craft beer Mecca that is Boston, I knew I had stumbled into something extraordinary. I will 
never forget my first pint of Congress St.: how its nose burst with pineapple, orange and melon aromas 
that sent me back to my grandfather’s garden in Kingston. Several years and a plethora of beers later, 
my dedication to craft beer thrives. My investment in this unique community is strengthened by the 
prolific industry of local creators and collaborators, ripe with passion for high quality beer production. I 
love to create, appraise and appreciate meaningful, engaging content that helps showcase a well-crafted 
beer’s allure with friends, family and the world. 
  Danielle Clark Cole suggested that based on my prior interview experience with the Trillium 
Marketing Team, I should reach out with interest regarding future open positions. I have spent the last 
seven years cultivating skills in marketing communications, design and photography both within the 
United States and abroad. I have enjoyed a variety of fast-paced, multi-faceted content creation positions 
here in the Massachusetts, in Jamaica, and in France. The dedicated and design-driven culture at 
Trillium is a perfect fit for my positive creative outlook, as is the Content Creator position. I am eager to 
contribute to all levels of your team’s creative process.  
   My current position and relevant skills reflect my experience on my resume, and my 
accompanying portfolio of work demonstrates my unique, qualified fit for this position. I would love the 
opportunity to express my enthusiasm for best serving Trillium’s work environment as Content Creator. 
May we set up a time to meet and discuss this position?  
  I have no doubt that you are receiving an overwhelming response to this opportunity, and I wish 
your team all the best in your search. Thank you for your time and consideration, and I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

 
Best Regards,  
Matthew Henry 


